CHIVES
ALLIUM SCHOENOPRASUM

USE
Chives are often used in cooking for their onion type
flavour. They are a tasty addition to any omelette, rice
dish, soups or salads and are delicious sprinkled on
new potatoes. They can be used fresh or cooked and
even added towards the end of any meal as garnish.
Visit the ‘tastefood blog’ where there are some great
recipes.
They are extremely rich in nutrients such as flavonoids
and antioxidants, vitamin K, vitamin C and vitamin A.
The vitamin C is particularly beneficial for the immune
system and collagen formation.
Many members of the garlic family like chives contain
a compound called allicin, which has been associated
with reducing the risk of heart disease and boosting
the immune system.

PLANTING

Traditionally it has been added to food to treat
digestive disorders, particularly when there is a need
for an antibacterial component.

Plant the seeds in springtime.
1. Fill pot with soil. Pat down to remove air pockets.
2. Water, then sprinkle seeds on compost.

RECIPE - CHIVE BUTTER

3. You can cover with the pot with plastic film to retain
moisture.

• 1 teaspoon of chopped chives

4. After a week, seeds will germinate.
5. When they are 6 inches high, you can cut and eat them.

GARDENING TIPS

• 1 clove of garlic crushed
• Half a cup of butter
Mix well and store in the fridge till needed, goes well with
mashed potatoes.
People with food allergies associated with the onion
family should avoid chives.

Chives belongs to the onion family. They are a pretty
perennial, meaning they come back year after year.
You can sow from April - May outside as little plants you
have already started off as above, or sprinkle seeds directly
into the ground and cover with soil. Seeds can take about
8-10 weeks to germinate this way. Don’t worry, if you water
them they will come up!
They like well-drained soil and a sunny or partially shady
spot. If sown in pots, once they are about 6 inches tall, you
can transplant them into the garden - or just leave in pots.
They will die back in the autumn, but come back again
every spring.
Rejuvenate congested clumps by lifting and
dividing plants every three years around April time.

HARVEST
The flowers are ready to harvest when they produce a
purple flower which can also be added to salads. You can
take scissors to harvest what you need when fully grown.
Leave about an inch when harvesting so you encourage
new growth. If you keep them watered, you will get
another crop.

Information published on this website is not intended as
a substitute for informed medical advice.
For further information regarding herbs contact
Julia@herbal-consultant.com

